A crossroads of international trade for centuries, Singapore is the dynamic gateway to Asia and one of the world’s most globalized cities. This island city-state hosts the Asian headquarters of many multinational corporations across a range of industry sectors, making it an exceptionally diverse business community. Singapore’s rapidly growing economy embraces everything from finance and pharmaceuticals to technology and tourism.

Singapore combines an ultramodern skyline with the rich cultures of its past. The city’s excellent public transportation system makes it easy to explore Singapore’s exciting blend of cultures and cuisines.

With all that it has to offer, Singapore is an ideal venue for a challenging and rewarding internship program.

Students interning in Singapore are placed with companies ranging from innovative start-ups to global organizations, multinationals, and NGOs in a variety of industry sectors. Sample internship placements include:

**Business, Finance & Accounting**—investment banking, insurance, management consulting, and human resources such as:
- Professional Investment Advisory Services
- Six Capital
- Audit Alliance

**Design**—architecture, interior, industrial, graphics such as:
- Benoy
- CPG Corporation
- Banyan Tree Group

**Arts, Culture & Fashion**—art galleries, cultural sites, auction houses, fashion labels, and museums such as:
- Base Entertainment
- Singapore Repertory Theatre
- The Arts House

**Communications, Media, Film & Web**—television, film, news, magazines, literary agencies, and web developers such as:
- Leo Burnett
- Possible
- Lighthouse Independent Media

**Politics, Law & NGOs**—legal departments, law firms, governmental agencies, and trade associations such as:
- Ashurst
- Gloria-James Civetta
- American Chamber of Commerce

**Technology, Research & Science**—engineering, construction, IT firms and pharmaceutical companies such as:
- A*STAR
- Becton Dickinson
- ABB Control Technologies

*Please note: Exact internship is determined through personalized placement process for each student.*

Working at Clault is definitely a wonderful experience as I did not only get to work with business experts that I learned a lot from, but also the intelligent and humble engineers who gave me new inspiring perspectives on work and life. The smaller environment allowed me to do so much more than I would have in a bigger organization. I received a lot of support from my colleagues that allowed me to believe in myself and achieve more.
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